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When Michel de Montaigne retired to his family estate in 1572, at the age of 38, he tells us that he wanted to write his famous essays to distract his idle mind. He didn't want to or expect people outside his circle of friends to be too interested. The foreword of his essays almost warns us:
Reader, you have an honest book here; ... in writing I offered myself nothing but a domestic and private end. I had no consideration at all either to your service or to my fame... So, reader, I question my book myself: there is no reason that you should use your leisure time on such a frivolous
and vain topic. So say goodbye. Subsequent, free essays, though steeped in classical poetry, history and philosophy, are undoubtedly something new in the history of Western thought. They were almost scandalous for their day. No one before Montaigne in the Western Canon thought of
devoting pages to themes as varied and seemingly insignificant as Smells, The Custom of Wearing Clothes, From Posting (Letters, That Is), From Thumbs or Out of Sleep - not to mention reflections on the unrightewardity of the male appendage, an issue that has repeatedly troubled him.
The French philosopher Juak Rancier recently argued that modernism began with the discovery of worldly, private and conventional artistic treatment. Contemporary art no longer limits its themes to classical myths, biblical fairy tales, battles and deeds of princes and prelates. French
philosopher, Juak Ransier. Annette Bozorgan/Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA If Ranci're right, it can be said that 107 Montaigne essays, each between several hundred words and (in one case) several hundred pages, were close to the invention of modernism in the late 16th century.
Montaigne often apologizes for writing so much about himself. After all, he's just a second-rate politician and a former Burdo mayor. With almost socratic irony, he tells us most about his own writing habits in an essay called Presumption, Giving Lies, Vanity, and Repentance. But the
message of this last essay, rather simple, is not, je ne regrette rien, as the more recent French icon sang: If I live my life over again, I have to live it just as I lived it; I am not complaining about the past or fearing the future; and if I'm not really cheated, I'm the same in that I'm without ... I saw
grass, flower and fruit, and now I see a wither; fortunately, however, because naturally. Montaigne's persistence in assembling his extraordinary dossier of stories, arguments aside and observations of almost everything under the sun (from how talks with the enemy to whether women
should be so modest in matters of sex, has been noted by fans in almost every generation. In the ten years since his death, his essays have left their mark on Bacon and Shakespeare. Montaigne - a man educated only by his own reading, his father and childhood educators - as the least
methodical of all philosophers, but the wisest and most amiable. Nietzsche argued that the very existence of Montaigne's essays added to the joy of life in the world. Sarah Bakewell. David Shankbone/Flickr, CC BY Most recently, Sarah Bakewell's charming engagement with Montaigne,
How to Live or Life montaigne in One Question and Twenty Tries of Answer (2010) made bestseller lists. Even today's initiatives in teaching philosophy in schools can look back on Montaigne (and his parenting) as a patron or sage. So what are these essays that Montaigne protested about
that were indistinguishable from their author? (My book and I go hand in hand). Good question. Anyone who tries to read essays systematically soon finds themselves overwhelmed by the vast wealth of examples, anecdotes, digressions and curiosities Montaigne is going for our delight,
often without more than a hint of reason. To open a book is to go to a world in which luck constantly defies expectations; our feelings are as uncertain as our understanding is prone to error; Opposites turn out very often to be related (the most universal quality is diversity); even vice can lead
to virtue. Many names do not appear to be directly related to their content. Almost everything that our author says in one place is qualified, if not undone, elsewhere. Without pretending to untangle all the knots of this book with a wild and desultory plan, let me tug here at a couple of strands
of Montaigne invite and help new readers to find their own way. Philosophy (and writing) as a way of life Some scholars have claimed that Montaigne began writing his essays as wanting to be Stoic, tempering himself against the horrors of French civil and religious wars, and his grief at the
loss of his best friend Etienne de La Boati through dysentery. Does Montaigne turn to the stoic school of philosophy to deal with the horrors of war? Edward Debate-Ponsan/Wikimedia Commons course, for Montaigne, as for ancient thinkers led by his favorites, Plutarch and Roman Stoic
Seneca, philosophy was not just about building theoretical systems, writing books and articles. This was what another recent fan of Montaigne called a way of life. Montaigne has little time for forms of pedantry that value learning as a means to shield scientists from the world rather than
open up on it. Really: We are big fools. He went through his life in idleness, we say: I did nothing today. A what? You didn't live? it is not only fundamental, but also the most famous of all your professions. One of the peculiarities of the essays is, respectively, Montaigne's fascination with the
daily affairs of people such as Socrates and Kato the Younger; Two these figures were revered among the ancients as sages or wise men. Their wisdom, in his opinion, was mostly evident in the life they led (neither wrote a thing). In particular, this has been proven by the nobility, each of
whom face his own death. Socrates agreed to calmly take under himself the hem, being unjustly sentenced to death by the Athenians. Kato stabbed himself to death after meditating on the example of Socrates in order not to give in to the coup d'etat. Montaigne revered Socrates' wisdom.
Wikimedia Commons, in Montaigne's view, takes much more than the study of books to achieve such philosophical permanence. Indeed, everything about our passions and, above all, our imagination, opposes the achievement of this perfect calm classical thinkers saw as the highest
philosophical purpose. We fulfill our hopes and fears, very often, on the wrong objects, Montaigne notes, in an observation that anticipates Freud's thinking and modern psychology. Always, these emotions are fixated on things we can't currently change. Sometimes they hinder our ability to
see and deal in a flexible way with the changing demands of life. Philosophy, in this classic notion, involves retraining our thinking, vision and being in the world. Montaigne's earlier essay Philosophy - This Learning to Die is perhaps the clearest example of his debt to this ancient idea of
philosophy. However, there is a strong sense in which all essays are a form of what one 20th century author dubbed a self-promotional: an ethical exercise to reinforce and enlighten Montaigne's own judgment, as in our readers: And while no one should read me, did I spend time
entertaining myself with so many idle hours in such pleasant and useful thoughts? ... I didn't make my book any more than my book made me: it's a book consubstantial with the author, a peculiar design, a premise in my life ... As for the seemingly mess of the product, and Montaigne's
frequent statement that he plays the fool, this is perhaps another feature of the essays that reflects his socratic irony. Montaigne wants to leave us some work to do and opportunities to find our own ways through the maze of their thoughts, or to hang out about their distracting surfaces. The
free-thinking skeptic nevertheless sketches Montaigne, for all their classicism and their peculiarities, are rightly numbered as one of the fundamental texts of modern thought. Their author retains his own prerogatives, even when he respectfully bows before the altars of ancient heroes such
as Socrates, Kato, Alexander the Great or Feb. Michel de Montaigne. Commons There is a lot of Christian, Augustine heritage in Montaigne's makeup. And of all the philosophers, he most often echoes ancient skeptics like Pirro or Carneades, who have argued that we can know almost
anything Confidence. This is especially true with regard to the final issues Catholics and Huguenots of the day Montaigne bloody contested. Writing during the brutal sectarian violence, Montaigne is not convinced of the unlit assertion that having a dogmatic faith is necessary or particularly
effective in helping people love their neighbors: Between us, I have ever observed super-settlement views and underground manners to be of particular agreement... This scepticism applies not only to the pagan ideals of the improved philosophical sage, but also to theological speculations.
Socrates' permanence before death, Montaigne concludes, was simply too demanding for most people, almost superhuman. As for Kato's proud suicide, Montaigne takes the liberty of doubting that it was as much a product of stoic calm as a special turn of mind that could have fun in such
extreme virtue. Indeed, when it comes to his essay Moderation or Out of Virtue, Montaigne quietly breaks down an ancient form. Instead of celebrating the exploits of Katos or Alexander in the world, here he gives an example of people touched by their sense of transcendental complacency
to acts of murderous or suicidal excess. Even virtue can become perverse, these essays imply, if we don't know how to temper our own presumptions. Of cannibals and cruelty If there is one form of argument Montaigne uses more often than not, it is a skeptical argument drawing on
differences between even wise authorities. If people could know if, say, the soul was immortal, with or without the body, or dissolved when we die... the wise people would all have come to the same conclusions by now, the argument goes. However, even the most knowledgeable authorities
disagree on such things, Montaigne rejoices in showing us. The existence of such endless confusion of opinions and customs ceases to be a problem for Montaigne. It points the way to a new solution, and can actually enlighten us. Documenting such diverse differences between customs
and opinions is for him an education in humility: manners and opinions contrary to mine do not so much dislike as instruct me; nor so much make me proud of how humbled I am. His essay From Cannibals, for example, presents all different aspects of American Indian culture, as Montaigne
is known through reports of travelers then filtering back to Europe. For the most part, he believes that these savage societies are ethically equal, if not much higher, as war-torn France - the prospect that Voltaire and Rousseau will echo nearly 200 years later. We are horrified by the prospect
of eating our ancestors. However, Montaigne imagines that from the point of view of the Indians, the Western practice of cremating our dead, or burying their bodies to be eaten by worms must seem just as spiteful. And while we're at it, Montaigne adds that consuming people after they're
dead much less cruel and inhumane than torturing people we don't even know guilty of any crime while they they they Alive... The gay and sociable wisdom of Voltaire celebrated Montaigne as one of the wisest and most amiable philosophers. Nicolas de Largillier /Wikimedia Commons So
what's left then?, the reader may ask how Montaigne undermines one presumption after another, and accumulates exceptions as they become the only rule. Very much, that's the answer. With metaphysics, theology and the exploits of god-like sages who are under suspension of judgment,
we witness by reading essays to a key document in the modern reassessment and valeriation of everyday life. There is, for example, a scandalously demotic habit of Montaigne to intertwine the words, stories and deeds of his neighbors, local peasants (and peasant women) with examples
of great Christian and pagan stories. As he writes: I knew at one time a hundred artisans, a hundred workers, wiser and happier rectors of the university, and whom I very much resembled. Towards the end of essays, Montaigne began to openly suggest that if calmness, permanence,
bravery and honor purposes are wise to hold up for us, they can all be seen in much greater abundance among the salt earth than among the rich and famous: I suggest life routine and without brilliance: This is all one ... To enter into violation, to hold an embassy, to govern the people, are
the actions of glory; To whom... laugh, sell, pay, love, hate, and gently and truly communicate with our own families and with ourselves... do not give yourself a lie, that is rarer, more complicated and less noteworthy ... And so we come up with these latest essays on feeling better known
today from another philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche, author of Gay Science (1882). Montaigne's final essay repeats that avowal: I love gays and civic wisdom.... But unlike his more late German admirer, the music here is less Wagner or Beethoven than Mozart (so to speak), and
Montaigne's spirit is far less excruciating than mildly calm. It was Voltaire, again, who said that life is a tragedy for those who feel, and comedy for those who think. Montaigne accepts and admires the comic point of view. As he writes in Experience: It's not much of a benefit to go on stilts,
because when on stilts, we still have to walk with our feet; and when we sit on the most elevated throne in the world, we still sat on our own bums. Bums.
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